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(54) Programmable crypto processing system and method

(57) A programmable crypto processing system

(10) includes several processing resources (14, 16, 26)

implemented on a single ULSI die. The processing sys-

tem is both key and algorithm agile allowing for simulta-

neous execution of a variety of cryptographic progVams

through the use of background staging of the next pro-

gram and context (key and state) during execution of a

current program. The programmable crypto processing

system includes a programmable crypto processor (17)

for processing data units in accordance with a channel

program, a crypto controller (11) for identifying a chan-

nel program, two interface processors (13, 15) for asyn-

chronously receiving and transferring data units from

and from an external host. Data units identify a particu-

lar channel program, and are processed in a selected

processing engine in accordance the identified channel

program. The interface processors are capable of full

duplex operation and provide full physical data interface

isolation for processing plain-text and cipher-text data.
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Description

Field of the Invention

This invention relates in general to the field of s

secure cryptographic communications.

Background of the Invention

Trends in the communication marketplace have 10

clearly defined the need for security for both commercial

and military markets. As communication systems

become more sophisticated with complex communica-

tion services and capabilities, it is important to keep

information secure. One of the problems with secure 15

equipment is the protection of the cryptographic pro-

grams from exploitation by means of reverse engineer-

ing techniques. Hardware implementations of

cryptographic programs where the cryptographic pro-

gram is embedded in hardware are generally consid- 20

ered secure. A problem with hardware implementations

is that an adversary can use a concerted effort to deter-

mine the program by way of die probing and analysis.

Another problem with hardware implemented crypto-

graphic systems is the high cost semiconductor 25

processing for chips that process cryptographic pro-

grams. The semiconductors are fabricated under

secure conditions because the cryptographic programs

are embedded in the hardware logic.

Cryptographic programs implemented with soft- so

ware, however, are typically not considered as secure

as hardware implementations because of the accessi-

bility of the software. A typical problem with software

implementations is that concurrent processing of multi-

ple programs results in performance loss due to task 35

swapping in a secure operating system. Another prob-

lem with software implementations is that the arithmetic

logic units of typical microprocessors and digital signal

processors do not have the high speed parallel, numeric

and logic processing resources that are desirable for 40

high speed cryptographic processing.

A problem with both hardware and software crypto-

graphic processing systems is the vulnerability of key

variable data when exchanged between subsystems.

This is a security risk common with current crypto- 45

graphic systems.

Thus, what is needed are an improved crypto-

graphic processing system and method. What is also

needed are a cryptographic processing system and

method that does not include the crypto programs and so

can be processed in commercial semiconductor foun-

dries reducing the cost of semiconductor processing.

What is also needed is a cryptographic system for high

performance cryptographic program processing. Fur-

thermore, what is also needed is a cryptographic sys- 55

tern which can concurrently process multiple programs.

What is also needed are a cryptographic processing

system and method that is key and algorithm agile.

What is also needed are a cryptographic processing

system and method which rapidly and securely

switches programs (e.g., algorithms) and context on

each data unit processed. What is also needed is a

cryptographic system that protects key variable data

when exchanged between different subsystems. Fur-

thermore, what is also needed is a cryptographic sys-

tem where the cryptographic programs are protected

from reverse engineering.

Brief Pescription of the Drawings

The invention is pointed out with particularity in the

appended claims. However, a more complete under-

standing of the present invention may be derived by

referring to the detailed description and claims when

considered in connection with the figures, wherein like

reference numbers refer to similar items throughout the

figures, and:

FIG. 1 illustrates a hardware block diagram of a pro-

grammable crypto processing system in accord-

ance with a preferred embodiment of the present

invention;

FIG. 2 illustrates the processing of data units in

accordance with a preferred embodiment of the

present invention;

FIG. 3 illustrates a data unit format suitable for use

with the preferred embodiment of the present inven-

tion;

FIG. 4 illustrates a channel header format suitable

for use in a preferred embodiment of the present

invention;

FIG. 5 illustrates a command D-word format suita-

ble for use in a preferred embodiment of the present

invention;

FIG. 6 illustrates a channel definition table suitable

for use in a preferred embodiment of the present

invention;

FIG. 7 illustrates an example of a program address

table suitable for use in a preferred embodiment of

the present invention;

FIG. 8 is a flow chart of a set-up and configuration

procedure suitable for use in a preferred embodi-

ment of the present invention; and,

FIG. 9 is a flow chart of a data unit processing pro-

cedure suitable for use in a preferred embodiment

of the present invention.

The exemplification set out herein illustrates a pre-

ferred embodiment of the invention in one form thereof,

and such exemplification is not intended to be con-

strued as limiting in any manner.

Detailed Description of the Drawings

The present invention provides, among other

things, a programmable crypto processing system and
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method. The present invention also provides a crypto

processing system suitable for processing high perform-

ance cryptographic programs. The present invention

also provides a system and method for concurrently

processing multiple cryptographic programs. The 5

present invention also provides a cryptographic

processing system and method which rapidly and

securely switches programs (e.g., algorithms) and con-

text on each data unit processed. The present invention

also provides a cryptographic processing system and w
method that protects key variable data when exchanged

between different subsystems. The present invention

also provides a system and method suitable for

processing cryptographic programs in a fail-safe archi-

tecture. The present invention also provides a program- 75

mable crypto processing system and method that

reduces semiconductor processing costs associated

with typical crypto-processing systems. In the preferred

embodiments, the security of key variable data is pre-

served when exchanged between subsystems. Also in 20

the preferred embodiments, cryptographic programs

may be updated in fielded equipment. Also in the pre-

ferred embodiments, cryptographic programs are pro-

tected from reverse engineering.

FIG. 1 illustrates a hardware block diagram of a pro- 25

grammable crypto processing system in accordance

with a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Crypto processing system 10 has, in the preferred

embodiment, two primary processing elements, Key

management crypto engine (KMCE) 12 and program- 30

mable cryptographic processor (PCP) 17. PCP 17 com-

prises two processing engines, programmable

cryptographic engine (PCE) 14 and configurable crypto-

graphic engine (CCE) 16. The processing engines per-

form the execution of channel programs. System 10 35

also includes cryptographic controller (CC) 11 which

performs the program management for the processing

engines. System 10 also includes plane text interface

processor (PTIP) 13 and cipher text interface processor

(CTIP) 15 which provide external interfaces and signal- 40

ing for system 10. The interface processors also provide

a high performance secure flexible buffer between an

external host and the internal processing systems of

system 10. System 10 also includes shared memory 18

which serves as an elastic buffer between KMCE 12 45

and PCP 17. System 10 also includes programmable

interface 21 coupled with FILL and CIK ports 34. Testing

of system 10 may be performed using test interface 20

which includes on-chip emulation and JTAG ports 35.

KMCE 12 includes internal memories 25 and is so

coupled to CC 1 1 by internal bus 23. Other internal

busses 23 couple PTIP 13, CTIP 15, PCP 17 and

shared memory 1 8 to CC 1 1

.

In the preferred embodiment KMCE 12 also con-

tains fail-safe reduced instruction set computer (FS- ss

RISC) 26. KMCE 12 preferably includes a second

processing resource such as a mod N solution extractor

(NSE) 22. FS-RISC 26 is preferably comprised of dual

32 bit RISC cores, which execute an embedded secure

operating system (SOS). The secure operating system

provides segmentation and task management to allow

tasks to be executed from a program memory external

to system 10. Such tasks may include tasks and sub-

routines that do not perform secure processing or han-

dle sensitive data. Tasks and subroutines that perform

secure processing or handle sensitive data are prefera-

bly executed from an internal program memory (ROM)

included in memories 25.

In the preferred embodiment of the present inven-

tion, the functions performed by the FS-RISC's SOS
from internal ROM include, among other things, master

control of system 10, self-test and alarm monitoring of

the system 10, program loading and real-time multi-

level secure task management. Program loading

includes loading of both secure and non-secure pro-

grams into either internal memories 25 or the loading of

algorithms or programs to PCP 17.

FS-RISC 26 may also run application software from

internal program memories (RAM) of memories 25, Typ-

ical application software running on FS-RISC 26 from

internal program RAM includes functions such as CIK

and fill-port processing for low level handling of sensi-

tive data. Examples of this include the loading of keys.

Examples of other application software running would

include session key generation, by for example, public

key programs and other key management and control

functions. Application software may also include system

management and key management functions such as

loading, verifying, changing and auditing.

FS-RISC 26 may also run application software from

external program memories. These external program

memories may be RAM of an external host system.

Such application software running from external pro-

gram RAM preferably includes functions such as inter-

face protocol processing (e.g., DS-101 and NSA 87-27),

key management operations, command processing,

non-secure program software and software not directly

related to the handling of sensitive data.

PCP 17 is a high performance programmable

superscaler cryptographic processing element which

among other things, performs functions on data units

and processes data units. Data units are loaded into

either interface processor 13 or interface processor 15,

preferably by an external host. CC 1 1 initiates process-

ing of a data unit by instantiating (loading) the required

context, program code, state and variable upon reading

data unit header information. Once a data unit is loaded

into PCP 17 and the processing is performed and the

result is written to the output interface processor. A

processed data unit may alternatively be provided to

another destination such as KMCE 12 for further

processing.

CC 1 1 ,
among other things, manages the overall

data movement among interface processors 13 and 15

and the execution resources of crypto-engines 14 and

16, NSE 22 and FS-RISC 26. CC 1 1 operates generally
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as a secure real-time operating system by determining

the data to move, the tasks to install in PCP 17, and

when to initiate the execution of a program. CC 11

accomplishes this by examining the contents of each

data unit. This is discussed in detail below. This data

driven architecture provides system 10 with high per-

formance processing capabilities. Additionally, CC 11

performs background staging. Next tasks and data units

are staged during execution of present tasks. The back-

ground staging allows for the high throughput of system

10. For example, data unit transfer to PCP 17, memory

cleanup and program loading for the next data unit are

performed during processing of a previous data unit.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention,

PCP 17 comprises, among other elements, two high

speed processing engines, PCE 14 and CCE 16, which

perform functions such as channel encryption and

decryption and other data processing typically per-

formed in secure communications and signaling. In the

preferred embodiment, PCE 14 performs codebook

style programs while CCE 16 performs combiner style

programs. PCE 14 and CCE 16 operate independently

and in combination provide more than 1200 MIPs of

processing power for 32 bit data. In the preferred

embodiments of the present invention, PCE 14 and

CCE 1 6 are comprised of high-performance 32-bit RISC

processors running at around 100 megahertz in a four

stage pipeline configuration. These RISC processors,

among other things, may also be used for data process-

ing such as in-band signal processing, error detection

and correction, and other protocol and format process-

ing as defined by a channel program.

PCP 17 also includes a crypto processor RAM 9

(CP-RAM) for storing channel programs and/or data

units. CC 1 1 downloads a channel program from CP-

RAM 9 to a memory of a processing engine prior to

processing a data unit. CC 1 1 also downloads channel

program context from CP-RAM 9 to a memory of a

processing engine prior to processing a data unit.

KMCE 12 performs, among other things, the master

control functions for system 10. In the preferred embod-

iment, KMCE 12 contains a secure operating system

(SOS) embedded in ROM within KMCE 12. In the pre-

ferred embodiment, FS-RISC 26 is a high performance

32 bit RISC processor. In addition to FS-RISC 26,

KMCE 12 preferably includes a math coprocessor suita-

ble for public key program processing. In this embodi-

ment, KMCE 12 has around 150 MIPs processing

capability to allow the execution of multiple channel and

single channel embedded applications.

In other embodiments, system 10 may serve as an

embedded cryptographic processing element for a vari-

ety of applications. For example, system 10 may allow

data flow through architectures or coprocessor architec-

tures to be implemented. In the data flow through archi-

tecture, data may flow from plain text interface port 33 to

cipher text interface port 37 or vice versa. The internal

security mechanisms embodied in system 10 help iso-

late the logically different data types such as the sensi-

tive plain text data and variables from the protected

cipher text data. In the coprocessor architecture imple-

mentation, a host system for example, desirably pro-

5 vides greater design assurance for isolating the types

data.

In the preferred embodiments of system 10, PTIP

13 and CTIP 15 include 8-bit, 16-bit and 32-bit parallel

data interfaces at ports 33 and 37 with FIFO control

10 structures. Interface processors 13 and 15 also prefera-

bly include serial asynchronous and serial synchronous

interfaces. PTIP 13 and CTIP 15 include internal proc-

essors, internal physical memory and external memory

expansion capability. The memories of the interface

is processors are managed by their internal processors. In

the preferred embodiment, the interface processors are

capable of full duplex operation and provide full physical

data interface isolation for processing plain-text and

cipher-text data.

20 Interface ports 31 are associated with KMCE 12,

and preferably includes ports for memory interface, con-

figuration signals, system clock and interrupts. In the

preferred embodiment, the memory interface port is

comprised of a 33 bit data bus, a 24 bit address bus and

25 a control interface for accessing internal memory or I/O

devices. In the preferred embodiment of system 10,

KMCE 12 receives commands and data through either

PTIP 13 or CTIP 15. Other embodiments allow control

and data to come from interface port 31

.

30 System 10 also includes context memory bus 38

(CNTX) which connects to context port 36. In the pre-

ferred embodiment, context memory bus 38 is com-

prised of a 33-bit data bus and an address control bus

which are used to couple to an external context mem-

35 ory. CC 1 1 manages the swapping of context from an

active task in PCP 17 to an inactive task in the external

context memory. Bus 38 allows for high speed context

changes for applications requiring more concurrent

tasks than may reside in internal memory. Port 32 pro-

40 vides an interface to CC 1 1 for control signals and dis-

crete alarms signals.

Context, as used herein, includes, for example,

information associated with specific channel programs

and may include state or variable information, keys and

45 function information associated with channels.

In the preferred embodiments, the cryptographic

processing system of the present invention is embodied

in an ultra large scale integrated (ULSI) device, prefera-

bly on a single silicon die. In the preferred embodiment,

so several processing subsystems are integrated into the

ULSI result in approximately 1350 MIPs of processing

capability suitable for a wide variety of cryptographic

program classes.

FIG. 2 illustrates the processing of data units in

55 accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present

invention. The architecture of the cryptographic

processing system of the present invention allows for

the processing of multiple channel packetized commu-
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nication threads with a very high throughput. Asynchro-

nous operations between internal subsystems and an

external hosts are managed by a finite state machine in

CC11.

In reference to FIG. 2, data units 41 are transferred

from an external host to one of interface processors 13

or 15 (FIG. 1), shown as time-line 40. The interface

processor notifies CC 11 that a new data unit 41 is

ready for processing by sending the data unit's header

to CC 1 1 at time 51 . Based on information in the header

of data unit 41, CC 11 instructs the interface processor

to move the data unit to an appropriate processing sub*

system, such as the KMCE 12, PCE 14, or CCE 16.

Preferably, only a portion of the data unit is transferred

to the processing engine, for example, everything but

the header.

When a data unit has been staged to be processed

by one of the engines in PCP 17, CC 1 1 schedules and

starts the processing. By arbitration, CC 11 preferably

maximizes data unit transfers to maximize concurrent

processing in system 10. In time-line 42, data unit 41 is

transferred to a memory such as CP-RAM 9 (FIG. 1)

wherein it waits to be processed by the appropriate

processing engine (e.g., PCE 14 or CCE 16). This back-

ground staging of the next data unit to be processed

helps minimize latency through system 10. Further-

more, background staging of programs helps assure

that the resources of PCE 14 or CCE 16 are processing

data units and not moving data or programs. Accord-

ingly, the data throughput of system is significantly

increased.

Time-line 44 shows the time period in which a

processing engine is processing data unit 45 and trans-

ferring the processed data portions to the output inter-

face processor. Time frame 52 is a context switch time

which is typically one clock cycle during which keys and

programs are switched. The interface processor notifies

CC 11 at time 51 that a new data unit is ready to be

processed. During time-line 44, processed data units

are transferred from the processing unit to the output

interface processor. The data unit processing is com-

pleted at time 54. At this time, the output interlace proc-

essor notifies an external host that a data unit has

completed processing and is available. Data units 47

are processed data units, and are transferred to the

external host during time-line 46. A packet latency 59

associated with processing the data units is shown as

the time from packet receipt in the input interface proc-

essor to the time the processed data unit is ready to be

transferred to the external host.

As can be seen from the processing diagram of

FIG. 2, data units are processed by the processing

engine (e.g., PCE 14 or CCE 16) after the entire packet

is received by the processing unit (PCP 17). Further-

more, data units are not available for transfer to the

external host until the entire data unit is processed.

Data units are preferably comprised of a plurality of

Dwords (32 bit words), each of which is individually

processed and then transmitted from the processing

unit to the output interface processor on a continual

basis as the processing is performed. In the preferred

embodiment, an external host is notified after the entire

5 data unit has completed processing and is available in

the output interface processor. Complete data unit

processing helps avoid deadlocks that may occur due to

actions from an external host.

The output interface processor is typically the inter-

red face processor associated with the opposite interface

port from where the data unit originated. For example,

data originating at plain text interface port 33, after it is

processed, is sent to CTIP 15 and made available at

cipher text interface port 37.

is In the preferred embodiment, data units are loaded

asynchronously into interface processor 13 or 15 by a

host system and are managed by the interface proces-

sors. Data units scheduled for execution by PCE 14 or

CCE 16 are dispatched and stored in a memory associ-

20 ated with the processing unit (e.g., CP-RAM 9). When
the processing engine is FS-RISC 26, data units ready

for processing are stored in memory 25. Interface proc-

essors 13 and 15 perform such functions as data unit

parsing, prioritizing, parallel to serial and serial to paral-

25 lei conversions, packet integrations, checkword genera-

tion and memory management functions.

In the preferred embodiment of the present inven-

tion, data units processed by system 10 are specially

formatted for processing by system 10. In this embodi-

30 ment, interface processors 13 and 15 process data in

an APDU format discussed below. However, stream

data not in APDU format may be received at the parallel

or serial ports of the interface processors and converted

into APDU format for processing.

35 FIG. 3 illustrates a data unit format suitable for use

with the preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Data unit in APDU format is illustrated in FIG. 3. A data

unit in APDU format is comprised of a series of Dwords.

Each Dword has an offset shown in column 60. The first

40 Dword is channel header Dword 66 which is preferably

a 32 bit Dword. Channel header Dword 66 is followed by

command Dword 67, having a Dword offset of one. Fol-

lowing command Dword 67 is parameter data field 68

having Dword offsets between 2 and 4094. Parameter

45 data field 68 of an APDU contains the application pay-

load. The data in field 68 may have a different format for

each channel since an application program can context

swap for each data unit. For example, when multiple

programs are executing in system 10 for multiple chan-

so nels, some channels may need more robust protocols to

assure lock step processing for a communication

thread.

The final Dword is check sum Dword 69, which is

preferably a 32-bit frame check sequence (FCS) which

55 is calculated over an entire APDU. Check sum (CS)

Dword 69 is an optional field that may be enabled or dis-

abled for a specific application. During the startup pro-

cedure, KMCE 12 configures CC 11 and determines
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whether or not check sums are appended to each

APDU.

One suitable FCS program is a 32-bit version of the

ISO 3309-1964 E specification. This specification

defines high level data link control procedures and

frame structure for information processing systems and

data communications.

FIG. 4 illustrates a channel header format suitable

for use in a preferred embodiment of the present inven-

tion. The channel header format defines the size and

location of the fields in channel header Dword 66. Chan-

nel header Dword 66 includes APDU type field 71 of 3

bits, channel index field 72 of 19 bits, PDU length field

73 of 12 bits, spare bit 74, MLS tag field 75 of 3 bits, pri-

ority bit 76 and a parity bit 77. MLS tag field 75 and pri-

ority bit 76 are optional. APDU type field 71 defines a

value for the APDU type and its corresponding signifi-

cance. Preferably, APDU type field 71 defines the

source of the APDU, for example, from the PTIP 13 or

CTIP 15, or from another internal source of system 10.

APDU type field 71 preferably also indicates the output

processor which is to receive the data unit.

APDU type field 71 also specifies whether the

APDU is a request or response APDU. For response

APDUs, channel index field 72 no longer contains a

channel index but instead contains a 3-bit request pro-

gram number (RPN) given in the command Dword of

the requesting APDU. CC 11 uses APDU type field 71

to, among other things, determine the use of channel

index field 72.

Channel index field 72 defines whether the data

unit is calling a normal channel or if the data unit is call-

ing an internal resource. For example, when the first bit

of channel index is one, the last 10 bits may identify a

channel program to use in a channel table discussed

below. The channel table specifies the characteristics of

a channel. CC 1 1 manages the channel table as context

and programs are moved into and out of active channel

memories of the execution units. When a channel is cre-

ated, entries are added to the channel table. When a

channel table entry is removed, the channel becomes

inactive. Inactive channel tables are ones that the state

and variable data and/or the program has been moved

to storage locations not accessible by the state machine

of CC 11. An application program operating on FS-

RISC 26 may re-allocate a channel program from the

table and removes the data from PCP 17. The memory

used to store the inactive channel data can be in KMCE
12 or an external context memory.

Regarding channel index field 72, if the first bit of

the channel index is zero, the data unit may be request-

ing an internal resource for processing. The next 10 bits

of this channel index indicate which internal resource is

being requested. Internal resources include PTIP 13,

CTIP 15, CC 11, a randomizer within PI 21, and FS-

RISC 26.

PDU length field 73 preferably indicates the number

of Dwords including an optional CS Dword that follows

the command Dword 67. Length field 73 defines the

size of the application data. In the embodiment shown in

FIG. 3, the maximum application data unit size is 4094

Dwords which is 131 ,008 bits.

5 MLS tag field 75 specifies the security level of the

APDU. In the preferred embodiment, the value in MLS
tag field 75 is compared to the value of a MLS tag of a

key associated with the channel. When the two tags do

not match, the data unit is rejected and an error condi-

w tion is set. In the preferred embodiment of the present

invention, the key's MLS tag is either loaded with the

key or specified at the time of key creation. The key's

MLS tag is preferably based on a security level used to

create the key.

is Priority bit 76 defines a priority level for the APDU.

The priority bit is preferably used by the interface proc-

essor 13 or 15 to select the order of data unit process-

ing. In the embodiment shown, there are two levels of

priority. A zero, for example, may be used to specify

20 non-real-time processing while a one may be used for

specifying real-time processing.

Parity bit 77 is preferably added to every header

Dword. CC 1 1 checks the parity on the header words as

the header is processed.

25 FIG. 5 illustrates a command D-word format suita-

ble for use in a preferred embodiment of the present

invention. Command Dword 67 is preferably the second

Dword in each APDU. Command Dword 67 includes

command ID field 81 of 10-bits, response field 82 of 7-

30 bits, request program number (RPN) field 83 of 3-bits,

APDU length field 84 of 5-bits, spare bits 85, and parity

bit 86. In the preferred embodiment command ID field

81 specifies the function to be executed on a data unit.

Functions are preferably defined for each channel pro-

35 gram. In the preferred embodiment, there are no func-

tions native to system 10. Functions may include for

example, encrypt, decrypt, sign, authenticate, etc. A
function such as encrypt for example, specifies to the

application software that the data portion of the APDU,

40 (e.g., parameter data field 68), should be encrypted.

The encryption is performed using a channel program

and key specified for that channel selected by channel

index field 72.

Response field 82 returns a processing status with

45 the processed data unit. The response is generated by

the processing unit of system 10. For example, PCE 14

may provide a 'processing complete' response to

response field 82 at the conclusion of sending the data

unit to the output interface processor. Likewise, CC 1

1

so may send a 'default' response value to the sending

processor when the data unit transfer fails. Response

field 82 may be dependent on the specific application or

channel program.

RPN field 83 is used in a request type APDU to

55 identify which program issued the request. CC 11, for

example, may use the RPN to map to one of the proc-

esses currently operating on one of the cryptographic

engines. RPN field 83 returns a value in a response
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APDU channel index which allows CC 11 to route the

APDU to the correct processor. In the preferred embod-

iment, when the APDU originates from an external host

the RPN field is not used and is set to zero. By identify-

ing programs, RPN field 83 requests and passes com- 5

mands, parameters and data between different channel

programs running on the execution units of system 10.

Since the processing units may run programs concur-

rently, the processing units also use the data units in the

communication structure. Accordingly, through the use w
of RPN field 83, programs may transfer information

between themselves using the CC 1 1

.

APDU length field 84 defines the size of the APDU.

Parity bit 86 is added to the header of command Dword

67. CC 1 1 may check the parity on the header words as is

it processes command Dword 67 (FIG. 3).

FIG. 6 illustrates a channel definition table suitable

for use in a preferred embodiment of the present inven-

tion. Channel index field 72 (FIG. 4) of header Dword 66

(FIG. 4) is read by CC 1 1 (FIG. 1) to determine the row 20

of channel table 90 that applies to that APDU. Channel

table 90 defines the contents of the channel table fields

and their lengths. In the preferred embodiment, channel

table 90 is a 1024 word long by 32-bit table used to

characterize each channel. CC 11 uses the fields of 25

channel table 90 when setting up a channel program in

processing engines 14 and 16. Channel table 90

includes allocated activity field 92 of 2-bits, request

service bit 93, save back bit 94, program IDfield 95 of 4-

bits, variable address field 96 of 17-bits, length field 97 so

of 4-bits and MLS key tag field 98 of 3-bits.

The information in channel table 90 is used to route

the APDU to the appropriate processing resource and

contains other information for installation or reinstalla-

tion of the specific communication thread for that chan- 35

nel. In general, the channel table contains pointers to

locations where the program and context are located for

channel definition. Channel index field 72 may also

point to a channel which is not allocated to PCP 17. In

this case, CC 1 1 may route the data unit to KMCE 12 40

where processing is performed. In general, processing

is performed by KMCE 12 on an exception basis.

Channel index field 72 is assigned by the applica-

tion program software executing on FS-RISC 26 and

occurs at the creation/definition of a channel. The 45

assignment of a channel index may be either fixed or

dynamic depending on the specific application.

Dynamic channel assignments involve an exchange of

values at the time of channel creation so an external

host, for example, may properly build APDUs. When a so

new channel is created or torn down, KMCE 12 creates

a new entry or deletes an entry in the channel table 90.

Channel table 90 in the preferred embodiment is stored

in memory 19 of CC 11.

Each channel has a channel state associated with it 55

which is stored inherently in CC 11. Channel states

include a running current program state, a next or last

state, a standby state, an installing state and an inactive

state. A channel is in the running state when the current

program state and context are executing on either the

PCE 14 or CCE 16. In the preferred embodiment, PCE
14 and CCE 16 have a set of at least four memories

which are selected in a ping-pong type fashion allowing

a next channel to be loaded while the current channel is

currently executing. The memory definition changes

from active to shadow as this memory swapping occurs.

The next or last channel state indicates when the

channel program is residing in shadow memory associ-

ated with the PCE 14 or CCE 16 as mentioned above.

The standby channel state defines when the application

program is residing in the CP-RAM 9 and ready to be

installed into a shadow memory. The installing channel

state is a channel state between standby and next or

last, when the context associated with the channel pro-

gram for one channel is being swapped with another.

The inactive channel state is a state when the context

and/or program are residing outside the control of PCP
17. The program may be residing in the KMCE 12 or in

external context memory, for example.

Once a channel is established in PCP 17, external

host applications can process an APDU in PCP 17 on a

per channel basis without intervention from the applica-

tion program executing in the FS-RISC 26. Accordingly,

maximum throughput during functions such as encryp-

tion or decryption is achieved by per channel autono-

mous processing in PCP 17. Thus, a typical application

passes APDUs through the PCP 1 7 without intervention

of the KMCE 12.

Channel activity field 92 identifies valid channels,

and includes the channel state information. Data units

identifying invalid channel programs may be written to

the FS-RISC 26 for processing. Channel activity field

92, when valid, indicates the processing activity of that

channel. When a data unit is processed, channel activ-

ity field 92 is updated. Channel activity field 92 may also

be used by KMCE 12 to determine which channels are

less frequently used and accordingly, may be removed

with the least impact to system 10. In the preferred

embodiment, channel activity field 92 is updated

sequentially, for example through the numbers "01",

"1 0" and "1
1
". The current value is stored with the chan-

nel being used to process a specific APDU. The value in

channel activity field 92 represents the last used state of

the channel.

Request service bit field 93 indicates when the

application program executing on PCE 14 or CCE 16

needs to read new values for global variables which

have been updated by the application program execut-

ing on FS-RISC 26. Accordingly, when the request serv-

ice bit is set, FS-RISC 26 provides additional

information before the program begins. Save backbit 94

indicates the way that CC 1 1 uses for saving context.

For example, context may be saved either to CP-RAM 9

or an external memory. Context is generally saved back

after a channel program installed in one of the process-

ing engines changes some or all of the existing context.
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Through the use of save back bit 94, many APDUs may

run on the same channel causing changes to the con-

text. When the channel is moved out of one of the

processing engines, the context is saved back to an

internal or external memory Accordingly, useless saves

may be avoided.

Program ID field 95 contains an ID code for the

algorithm or program. Preferably, program ID field 95

points to a row in a program address table residing in

memory 19 of CC 11. The program address table,

among other things, defines the fields that CC 1 1 uses

to keep track of different programs. Variably address

field 96 defines the starting address in a memory loca-

tion in PCP 17 where variable data for the channel are

located. Through the use of variable address field 96,

CC 11 determines if the variable is currently in the

active memory, shadow memory, variable or state mem-

ory. Additionally, variable address field 96 may indicate

to CC 11 that the variable data is in CP-RAM 9 and

should be moved into an active or shadow memory of

either PCE 1 4 of CCE 1 6 for variable state. The memory

address for shadow and active memories are preferably

fixed so CC 1 1 may determine if the APDU is ready to

be executed or if the APDU should be staged in a

shadow memory. While an APDU is staged in a shadow

memory, the channel parameters for that channel, such

as the program variable and state, are loaded into the

processing engine.

State length field 97 defines the length of state var-

iable data discussed above. In the preferred embodi-

ment, state length field 97 varies between zero and

thirty-two Dwords. MLS key tag field 98 lists the security

level of the channel key. The value in key tag field 98 is

compared to the tag received in MLS tag field 75 of

header Dword 66 of the APDU. The security level of the

channel key listed in key tag field 98 should be higher

than the security level of the data, as identified in MLS
tag field 75 of header Dword 66 for the data unit to be

processed.

FIG. 7 illustrates an example of a program address

table suitable for use in a preferred embodiment of the

present invention. Program address table 700 has pro-

gram type field 702, program location field 703,

red/black field 704, program address field 705, program

length field 706, blank Dwords field 707 and variable

length field 708. The program ID field 95 (FIG 6) from

channel table 90 points to a row of channel address

table 700. Accordingly, each channel is associated with

a row in program address table 700.

Program type field 702 is a two-bit field that identi-

fies the size of the channel program, for example, as

either large or small. Program type field 702 also identi-

fies the execution unit on which the program runs, for

example PCE 14 or CCE 16. Program location field 703

identifies the location of the channel program for that

channel. CC 11 uses program location field 703 to

determine the location of a program when it is needed

for processing an APDU. Program location field 703

also may indicate when a program should be loaded by

FS-RISC 26. Program location field also may indicate

that there is only one copy of that program and it is per-

manently resident in a processing engine such as PCE

5 1 4 or CCE 1 6. Program location field 703 may also indi-

cate that the channel program is in CP-RAM 9 and is to

be copied when needed to the appropriate processing

engine. Program location field 703 may also indicate

that the program is in external memory and is copied

w into system 10 as needed. When a program is in exter-

nal memory, the program may have to be decrypted by

KMCE 12 before installation on one of the processing

engines.

Red/black field 704 is preferably a two-bit field that

is identifies a security level of the program. Red/black field

704 indicates, among other things, whether the program

is a secure program or not a secure program. Secure

programs should be encrypted before moving to a black

external memory, and be decrypted after moving the

20 program from an external memory. Non-secure pro-

grams do not have to be encrypted before moving from

or to a external memories. In the preferred embodi-

ments of the present invention, red/black field 702 is not

used when external memory is not used for program

25 storage or is not available for program storage.

Program address field 705 contains an address

pointer identifying a memory location of the channel

program or program for that channel. The memory loca-

tion may be in PCE 14, CCE 16, CP-RAM 9 or external

30 memory. CC 11 uses program address field 705 to

locate the channel program and move it into a shadow

memory of a processing engine, in a case where the

specific program is permanently loaded into a the

processing engine, then the program address may con-

35 tain a value to indicate that the program does not need

to be moved.

Program length field 706 identifies the size of the

channel program's micro-code stored in memory. Blank

Dwords field 707 indicates the number of zero or blank

40 Dwords that CC 1 1 writes to a memory location after CC
1 1 has installed the program in that memory. The zero

or blank Dwords are written into the program space of

the processing engine following the program that was

previously installed to assure that the program space

45 has been overwritten.

Variable length field 708 contains the length of the

variable used in this particular program. The variable

length may be the same for all channels using the same

program. The length of the program variable is prefera-

so bly between zero and thirty-two Dwords. CC 1 1 uses

the variable length when installing the context of a chan-

nel into a processing engine.

FIG. 8 is a flow chart of a set-up and configuration

procedure suitable for use in a preferred embodiment of

55 the present invention. Procedure 100 is performed by

system 10 for, among other things, defining the chan-

nels, and loading the associated channel programs into

PCP 17. The programmable crypto processing system
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of the present invention, through its superscaler pro-

grammable architecture, may have several programs

operating simultaneously. These programs are installed

from a master application program running on the

secure operating system of FS-RISC 26. In task 102, 5

KMCE 12 performs a reset and self-test process to

assure that the components and subsystems of system

10 are operating properly. In task 104, a master applica-

tion program is loaded from external host 103 into

KMCE 12. In an alternate embodiment of the present w
invention, an application program is resident within

memory 25 of KMCE 12, and is loaded from memory 25

to FS-RISC 26.

In task 106, the application program loaded in task

1 04 is executed, preferably on the secure operating sys- is

tern of FS-RISC 26.

In task 108, the application program instructs CC
1 1 to create and define a plurality of channels using

channel definition information 107. Channel definition

information 107 may be stored within system 10 or pro- 20

vided by an external host. During this step, a channel

table such as the channel table 90 (FIG. 6) is created.

Furthermore, a program address table such as program

address table 700 of FIG. 7 is also created. In the pre-

ferred embodiment of the present invention, these 25

tables are stored in shared memory 18 (FIG. 1). During

task 108 of setup and configure procedure 100, the

channel programs are preferably not installed in

processing engines 14 or 16. The channel programs are

installed for a particular data unit when the data unit is 30

processed. For example, the channel index of an APDU
causes CC 1 1 to select the channel program to run and

the CC 1 1 installs this program and starts the execution

of the program in the appropriate processing engine.

Channel definition information 107 includes infor- 35

mation defining the association of context with a specific

program or program segment. A single thread of execu-

tion code is an example of a channel. In a multiprocess-

ing system that swaps context, many simultaneous

channels operate in time division owing to multiple 40

channel operation. Accordingly, separate context for

each channel is preferably maintained.

After the channels are defined and the channel pro-

grams are identified, in task 110, the application pro-

gram downloads the specific channel programs to a as

memory such as CP-RAM 9 of PCP 17. There is prefer-

ably a channel program associated with each channel.

In task 112, encryption keys are loaded into system

10. Preferably, the keys are loaded through fill port 34

into programmable interface 21 . Keys may include DES so

encryption keys, public and private keys and other types

of keys well-known in the art of cryptography, including

keys used for encryption, decryption, digital signatures

and authentication. In the preferred embodiment, mem-

ory 25 has backup power, such as a battery, to prevent ss

loss of keys in the event of a power failure to system 10.

Task 112 optionally may include key generation task

1 1 1 which generates keys in FS-RISC 26. The key gen-

eration performed by FS-RISC 26 may include the use

of public or private key generating software. FS-RISC

26 may generate channel or session keys in many ways

known in the art including through the use of an internal

randomizer. In the preferred embodiment, keys are

associated with channels and are stored in a table that

associates a channel with the appropriate key or key

pair. In the preferred embodiment, keys are associated

with each channel during initialization of FS-RISC 26. In

one embodiment, the security level of the channel asso-

ciates it with a particular key.

If task 112 includes key generation task 111, the

keys may be made available to a key escrow. Task 112

may also include the task of providing the keys to a key

escrow. In task 114, the keys are associated with a

channel using channel information 113 and are stored

in a memory, such as CP-RAM 9 or a local memory

associated with PCE 14 or CCE 16 for use in process-

ing data units. At the completion of task 114, system 10

is ready to process data units.

FIG. 9 is a flow chart of a data unit processing pro-

cedure suitable for use in a preferred embodiment of the

present invention. In the preferred embodiment, proce-

dure 200 is performed for each data unit received by

system 10. In general, procedure 200 causes a function

to be performed on each data unit. Functions include,

for example, encryption, decryption, signing or authenti-

cation. After the function has been performed and the

processed data unit is completed, system 10 makes the

processed data unit available to an external host.

In task 202, data units are received at interface

processor 13 or 15 from an external host. A data unit is

preferably in APDU format as discussed in FIGs. 3 - 5.

A data unit may be converted from another format to

APDU format by an external host. For example, in the

case of stream data not in APDU format, PTIP 13 or

CTIP 15 may convert the stream data to APDU format

using configuration information 203 stored in system 10.

In the preferred embodiment, an external host converts

data to APDU format before receipt by the interface

processors in task 202, however, nothing herein pre-

cludes system 10 from converting data units to APDU
format.

Configuration information 203 includes specific

information base on the system application. For exam-

ple, configuration information 203 may include the types

of data units to be processed, the interfaces to be used,

APDU format information, and when PTIP 13 or CTIP

15 creates the APDUs.

Task 202 may involve receiving the data units syn-

chronously or preferably asynchronously. The data units

may also be received in parallel or serial form through a

parallel or serial port of the associated interface proces-

sor. When data units are received asynchronously, the

interface processor notifies the external host that it is

available to receive data units.

In task 204, the input interface processor reads the

packet priority, (i.e., bit 76 of header Dword 66 (FIG. 4))
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and schedules the processing for that data unit. In the

preferred embodiment, packets with a real-time priority

are first sent to CC 1 1 followed by any non-real time

packets. As part of task 204, the interface processor

notifies CC 1 1 that a new data unit is ready to be proc-

essed. In task 206, CC 1 1 reads the header of the data

unit.

In task 208, CC 1 1 reads the channel index from

field 72, the APDU type from field 71, and MLS tag field

75 of header Dword 66 of the data unit to determine the

appropriate channel program and processing resource

to process the data unit. CC 11 may also read APDU
length field 84 as part of task 208.

In task 210, CC 1 1 instructs the interface processor

to route the data unit to a processing engine, such PCE

14 or CCE 16, or FS-RISC 26. The processing engine is

selected based on information from task 208. Channel

index field 72 of header Dword 66 determines the exe-

cution unit to perform the processing on the data unit. In

the preferred embodiment, the data unit is routed to CP-

RAM 9, where it awaits processing by PCE 14 or CCE
16. Alternatively, a data unit may be routed to a shadow

memory of PCE 14 or CCE 16 where it awaits process-

ing by PCE 14 or CCE 16 respectively.

During task 210, a frame check sequence (FCS)

checker in CC 11 checks the integrity of the data unit

during the transfer. When a problem occurs with the

FCS, a default response may be returned to the external

host that provided the data unit. PDU length field 73 of

header Dword 66 is used by CC 1 1 to allocate the mem-

ory in PCP 17. In one embodiment of the present inven-

tion, task 210 includes the routing of only the payload

portions of a data unit to a processing engine.

In task 21 1 , the context for the particular channel is

downloaded. In task 212 CC 1 1 causes the channel pro-

gram to be downloaded into the appropriate processing

engine. Preferably, the program is loaded into a shadow

memory of PCE 14 or CCE 16 (FIG. 1).

In task 214, MLS tag field 75 is compared with the

tag in channel table (i.e., MLS key tag field 98) to assure

that the security level of the program is at least as great

as the security the data unit requires. When the data

unit requires greater security than channel provides, the

data unit is preferably not processed and a default

response is returned to the input interface processor.

The interface processor may send this default response

the external host that provided the data unit.

In task 216, CC 11 installs the program from a

shadow memory associated with the proper processing

engine. As discussed above the data unit remains in

shadow memory associated with a processing engine

until the data unit is ready to be processed. Task 216

also involves the installation of the context for that chan-

nel program into the processing engine.

For some data units, the processing engine for a

particular data unit is FS-RISC 26 (FIG. 1). In this situa-

tion, the application program is generally already run-

ning and accordingly, the program installation steps of

task 21 6 may not need to be performed. In this situation,

task 216 includes the task of CC 1 1 notifying KMCE 12

that a data unit has been loaded into a memory associ-

ated with FS-RISC 26 such as memory 25 (e.g., a mail-

5 box for FS-RISC 26) and is ready to be processed.

In task 218 the commands associated with a data

unit are read. Preferably, command Dword 67 (FIG 3) of

the data unit is read by the appropriate processing

engine (task 21 0) to determine, among other things, the

10 functions to be performed on the data unit. The process-

ing engine is now ready to process the data unit. When

the processing engine is either PCE 14 or CCE 16, the

processing engine reads command Dword 67 from its

storage location in CP-RAM 9. When the processing

is engine is FS-RISC 26, the CC 11 reads command

Dword 67 from the data unit's location in memories 25.

After task 21 8 is performed, task 220 processes the

data unit. Upon reading command ID field 81 in task

218, CC 11 causes the processing engine to select

20 functions to be performed on the data unit by the appro-

priate channel program. In task 220 the key or keys

associated with the selected functions and channel are

loaded into the processing engine. In general, the func-

tion selected also determines where the processed data

25 is sent. For example, an encrypt function may send the

processed (encrypted) data to CTIP 15, while a decrypt

function may send the processed (decrypted) data to

PTIP 13. For internal data unit processing, the proc-

essed data may be sent to CP-RAM 9 for further

30 processing, or to memory 25 for additional processing

by FS-RISC 26.

Typical processing functions 221 include encrypt,

decrypt, digital signature and authenticate. Other func-

tions, including non-crypto related functions may also

35 be performed, including functions not using a key. Dur-

ing task 222, the output interface processor accumu-

lates the processed data unit. Preferably, as each

Dword of a data unit is processed, the processed Dword

is provided to the output interface processor. Once all

40 the processed Dwords of a data unit are accumulated

by the output interface processor, the output interface

processor is notified that the data unit has completed

processing, and that the interface processor has a com-

plete processed payload portion of a data unit. Task 222

45 may also include the task of formatting the processed

data unit for APDU format, and may include the task of

adding header information, such as channel header

Dword 66, and command information such as command

Dword 67 (FIG. 3). Task 222 may also include the step

so of CC 1 1 notifying the output interface processor when

the data unit has completed processing, and is in a

proper format.

In task 224, the interface processor notifies an

external host that the data unit is available for transfer to

55 the external host. Preferably, the external host requests

the data unit when the external host is ready to accept

the processed data unit. For example, the external host

and the output interface processor may engage in a
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handshake protocol to transfer the processed data unit.

As part of task 224, the output interface processor

clears its memory after the processed data unit is trans-

ferred.

In some cases, additional processing may be per-

formed on a data unit. In task 222 if more processing is

required on the data unit, the processed data unit is

routed from PCE 14 or CCE 16 back to CC 1 1. CC 1

1

schedules the additional processing, and tasks 210 -

222 are repeated.

An application program determines when additional

processing is to be performed on a data unit. Data units

that are to have additional processing performed are

formatted as an APDU to allow CC 1 1 to determine

which process to schedule next. The sequence of exe-

cution of data unit processing is preferably determined

by the channel program and implemented by CC 1

1

reading the channel number with the APDU to deter-

mine the next task to execute.

In one embodiment of the present invention, data

units in APDU format are reformatted and reconfigured

prior to task 224. For example, APDUs may be con-

verted to a standard PDU format. This reformatting,

reconfiguring or conversion may be performed by the

output interface processor or by an external host.

Accordingly, a programmable cryptographic

processing system has been described that has signifi-

cant advantages over known technology. Among other

things, the programmable crypto system of the present

invention provides significantly improved performance

for functions such as encryption, decryption and other

secure services such as message authentication, mes-

sage signature and others. The processing system of

the present invention also support the increasing

demand for high-grade, secure communication sys-

tems. The processing system of the present invention is

programmable and supports multiple programs using a

single ULSI design, and allows for interoperability with

current and future communication devices.

The programmable cryptographic processing sys-

tem and method is suitable for concurrently processing

multiple cryptographic programs. The programmable

cryptographic processing system and method allows for

rapidly and securely switching of programs (e.g., algo-

rithms) and context on each data unit processed.

Among other things, the programmable crypto sys-

tem of the present invention supports a wide variety of

applications. Each application may have several differ-

ent and independent communication channels. Further-

more, each channel may have different cryptographic

variables and states. The architecture of programmable

crypto system of the present invention helps assure that

the correct program and functions are executed in a fail-

safe operation.

The programmable crypto system of the present

invention also supports non-cryptographic processing

such as framing and in-band signaling. In the preferred

embodiments, the programmable crypto system is pro-

grammable and permits the system to be used in vari-

ous equipment types resulting in added flexibility and

lower costs.

In the preferred embodiment, typical processing

s throughput for crypto functions is on the order of 50

MBPS, including for simultaneous execution of a variety

of programs. This capability is achieved among other

things through the background staging of next tasks

which provides a throughput advantage as well as sup-

io ports multiple channel implementations.

The present invention provides a system having an

architecture which allows multiple processes to operate

concurrently. For example, high-speed code-book

encryption applications may be concurrently run with

is high-speed serial decryptions along with public key

operations such as digital signature. The programmable

crypto system of the present invention is partitioned to

help assure a solution for a variety of applications rang-

ing from secure hand-held radios to securing high per-

20 formance multiple channel radios and networks.

In a preferred embodiment, the processing system

of the present invention supports this high performance

processing with a super scalar architecture with concur-

rent processing capability. Deep pipeline machines are

25 provided for high clock rate execution, packetized data

unit processing, intelligent interface processors and sin-

gle cycle task swapping via background task schedul-

ing. The integration of these features into one system

provides a performance advantage of approximately

30 10,000 times over implementations using standard

commercial like processors.

One of the problems with the processing of multiple

programs on standard commercial processors of DSPs

is that there is significant performance loss due to task

35 swapping in a secure operating system. The present

invention provides for rapid secure task swapping in the

background. Another problem with typical microproces-

sors and DSPs is that there is insufficient high speed

parallel numeric and logical processing resources for

40 high speed cryptographic processing. The system of

the present invention has, in the preferred embodiments

three high speed processing resources that accelerate

cryptographic processing, and a low speed processor

for lower speed requirements.

45 In typical cryptographic processing systems, key

variable data is vulnerable when exchanged between

subsystems. This security risk is significantly reduced

by the present invention through the use of a key man-

agement and controller subsystem and a cryptographic

so processing engines located on a single monolithic die.

The extraction of data from the deep sub-micron level in

operating equipment is very difficult and accordingly,

helps prevent loss of data even from the most sophisti-

cated attackers. In the ULSI embodiment of the present

55 invention, the ULSI is preferably covered with a protec-

tive coating that prevents the probing of the surface of

the die to further enhance the protection of such sensi-

tive data.
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Cryptographic program processing is preferably

performed in a fail-safe architecture to help prevent any

loss of sensitive data even when there is hardware fail-

ure. Typically, fail-safe designs result in typically added

complexity, added cost, added power consumption and

lower reliability. However, the present invention prefera-

bly incorporates fail-safe techniques which results in

increased reliability, lowered power consumption and

lower cost.

In the preferred embodiment, the present invention

also allows upgrading of programs in the end user

equipment. This allowance for continual upgrade of the

cryptographic programs extends the useful life of the

secured equipment and allows for the interoperability of

the other equipment.

In the preferred embodiment of the present inven-

tion, the cryptographic programs are encrypted pro-

tected until they are loaded into the cryptographic

engine. Once the encryption key is removed, the pro-

gram is rendered non-recoverable. In the preferred

embodiment, the key which is used to decrypt the pro-

gram software is zeroed.

Thus, what has been shown is a programmable

crypto processing system characterized by: a program-

mable crypto processor (PCP) for processing data

units; and a crypto controller (CC) for identifying a chan-

nel program for each data unit based on information

contained in each data units, and wherein each of the

data units are comprised of a header field, a command

field and a payload portion, and wherein the CC com-

prises: means for reading the header field of one of the

data units; means for identifying the channel program

from a plurality of channel programs for processing the

one data unit based on a channel index in the header

field; means for causing the channel program to be

downloaded to a processing engine in the PCP in

response to the channel index; and means for transfer-

ring the payload portion to the PCP in anticipation of

processing by the processing engine, and wherein the

command field identifies functions to be performed on

the one data unit by the processing engine, wherein the

PCP further comprises: a first memory for storing the

one channel program; a second memory for storing the

payload portion prior to processing the payload portion

by the processing engine; means for reading the com-

mand field of the one data unit to determine the func-

tions; and means for loading the channel program into

the processing engine for execution of the functions.

What has also been shown is a system wherein the

data units are comprised of a header field, a command

field and a payload portion, and wherein the PCP

includes a first memory for storing the payload portion

and a second memory for storing a plurality of channel

programs, wherein one of the channel programs is

downloaded to the second memory of a processing

engine in anticipation of processing one of the data

units during the processing of prior of the data units.

What has also been shown is a system having a

plurality of interface processors (IP) for receiving the

data units from an external host and transferring proc-

essed data units to the external host; and wherein the

PCP has means for transferring processed portions of

5 one of the data units to a second of the interface proc-

essors during the processing of the one data unit by a

processing engine, and wherein the second interface

processor has means for notifying the external host

when the one data unit has completed processing by

w the PCP; and a first of the interface processors includ-

ing means for asynchronously receiving the data units

from the external host, and wherein the second inter-

face processor has means for asynchronously transfer-

ring processed data units to the external host.

is What has also been shown is a system wherein the

PCP, the CC and the first and second interface proces-

sors are fabricated on a single die.

Also shown is a system wherein the data units are

comprised of a header field, a command field and a pay-

20 load portion, wherein the PCP comprises at least two

processing engines for performing functions on the data

units, and wherein the CC comprises: means for read-

ing the header field of the one data unit; means for iden-

tifying the channel program from a plurality of channel

25 programs based on a channel index in the header field;

means for selecting one of the processing engines

based on the channel program; means for causing the

channel program to be downloaded to the selected

processing engine in the PCP in response to the chan-

30 nel index; and means for transferring the payload por-

tion to the PCP in anticipation of processing by the

selected processing engine.

What has also been shown is a system further

characterized by a Key Management Crypto Engine

35 (KMCE) coupled with the CC, and wherein the PCP fur-

ther comprises a programmable crypto engine (PCE)

and a configurable crypto engine (CCE), and wherein

the CC has means for selecting one of the crypto

engines for processing each data unit based on a chan-

40 nel index contained in each data unit, and means for

routing each data unit to the selected one of the crypto

engines in response to the channel index, the selected

crypto engine executing one of a plurality of channel

programs on each data unit, and wherein the one chan-

45 nel program has context associated therewith, the con-

text being stored in an encrypted form in an external

memory, and wherein the system has means for

decrypting the context causing the context to be trans-

ferred to the selected crypto engine prior to processing

so the one data unit.

Also shown is a system wherein the CC has means

for identifying one channel program from a plurality of

channel programs for each data unit, and wherein the

CC has means for identifying context associated with

55 each channel program, and wherein the PCP has

means for processing each of the data units in accord-

ance with the identified channel program and associ-

ated context, the associated context characterized by
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key and state information for the channel program.

Also shown is a system for processing data units

that have a header portion, a command portion and a

payload portion associated therewith, wherein the

header portion identifies a channel program for s

processing the associated data unit, and the command

portion identifies functions to be executed on the pay-

load portion of the associated data unit, the system

characterized by: a programmable cryptographic proc-

essor (PCP) for processing each of the data units in 10

accordance with the channel program specified by each

of the data units; and a crypto controller (CC) for read-

ing the header portion and causing the channel pro-

gram identified by the associated data unit to be

downloaded to a processing engine in the PCP, the CC is

causing the payload portion to be transferred to a mem-

ory of the processing engine to await processing by the

channel program.

Also shown is a system having a first interface proc-

essor for asynchronously receiving the data units from 20

an external host, and for notifying the CC when one of

the data units is available for processing; and a second

interface processor for receiving processed portions of

the one data unit from the PCP, for notifying the external

host when all of the processed portions of the data unit 25

have been received from the PCP, and for asynchro-

nously transferring the processed data unit to the exter-

nal host.

What is also shown is a system further character-

ized by key management crypto engine (KMCE), and 30

wherein the processing engine is a programmable

crypto engine (PCE), and wherein the PCP further com-

prises a configurable crypto engine (CCE), and wherein

the CC has means for selecting one of the crypto

engines for processing the one data unit based on a 35

channel index identified by the data unit, and means for

routing the one data unit to the selected crypto engine in

response to the channel index, the selected crypto

engine executing the channel program on the one data

unit, and wherein the crypto engines, the CC and the 40

first and second interface processors are fabricated on

a single die, wherein the channel program has context

associated therewith, the context being stored in an

encrypted form in an external memory, and wherein the

system has means for decrypting the context causing 45

the context to be transferred to the selected crypto

engine prior to processing the one data unit.

What has also been shown is a method for process-

ing data units in a processing system having a plurality

of processing engines, the method characterized by the so

steps of: identifying a channel program from a plurality

of channel programs based on information in a first of

the data units; identifying a processing engine from the

plurality of processing engines for processing the first

data unit; routing the first data unit to a memory associ- ss

ated with the identified processing engine; loading the

identified channel program to the identified processing

engine; and processing the first data unit in the identi-

fied processing engine using the identified channel pro-

gram, and wherein the identifying a channel step further

includes the step of identifying of identifying context

associated with the channel, the context being stored in

a memory, and wherein the processing step includes

the step of processing the first data unit by the identified

channel program, the identified channel program using

the associated context.

What has also been shown is a method further

characterized by the step of repeating the steps of iden-

tifying a channel program, identifying a processing

engine, routing and loading for a second data unit dur-

ing the performance of the processing the first data unit

step, wherein the repeated identifying a channel pro-

gram step identifies a second channel program for the

second data unit, and wherein the identified processing

engine is a first processing engine and wherein the

method further characterized by the steps of: identifying

a second processing engine for processing a third of the

data units; identifying a third channel program for the

third data unit; routing the third data unit a memory

associated with the second processing engine; loading

the third channel program to the second processing

engine; and processing the third data unit in the second

processing engine using the third channel program,

wherein the processing the third data unit step is per-

formed concurrently with the step of processing the first

data unit by the first processing engine.

What has also been shown is a method wherein the

data units are comprised of a header field, a command

field and a payload portion, the method further charac-

terized by the steps of: reading the header field of the

data units; identifying the channel program from a plu-

rality of channel programs for processing the data units

based on a channel index in the header field; selecting

a processing engines based on the channel program;

downloading the channel program to the selected

processing engine in response to the channel index;

transferring the payload portion to a memory location

associated with the processing engine in anticipation of

processing by the processing engine; asynchronously

receiving the data units from an external host; and asyn-

chronously transferring processed data units to the

external host.

What has also been shown is a method for concur-

rently performing cryptographic functions in a program-

mable crypto processing system having a plurality of

processing units, the method characterized by the steps

of: receiving a first data unit comprised of a first header

field, a command ID field and a payload portion; select-

ing one of the processing units to perform one of the

cryptographic functions on the first data unit based on

the first header field; routing the first data unit to the

selected one processing unit; and the selected one

processing unit executing a selected one of the crypto-

graphic functions on the payload portion based on infor-

mation in the command ID field.

Also shown is a method for forming a first proc-
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essed data unit in an interface processor during the per-

formance of the executing step, and wherein the

method includes the step of notifying an external host

when the first processed data unit is formed.

Also shown is a method wherein the routing step

includes the step of routing the first data unit to a mem-

ory associated with the selected one processing unit.

Also shown is a method wherein the method

includes the steps of selecting one of the cryptographic

functions, the step of selecting one of the processing

units, and the step of routing, on a second data unit dur-

ing the performance of the executing step for the first

data unit.

Also shown is a method wherein the selecting one

processing unit step further comprises the step of

selecting an available one of the plurality of processing

units to perform the one of the cryptographic functions.

Also shown is a method wherein the step of per-

forming the one cryptographic function includes the

steps of loading a key associated with the one crypto-

graphic function, and using the key to perform the cryp-

tographic function.

What is also shown is a method further character-

ized by the step of repeating the step of selecting one of

the cryptographic functions, the step of selecting one of

the processing units, the step of routing, and the step of

executing the selected one of the cryptographic func-

tions for a second data unit, the second data unit being

a subsequent data unit following the first data unit in a

sequence of received data units, the first and second

data units being received asynchronously from an exter-

nal host.

Also shown is a method further characterized by

the step of defining a plurality of channels programs,

each channel program being associated with a crypto-

graphic function and keys.

Also shown is a method further characterized by

the step of redefining a plurality of channels, each chan-

nel being associated with a combination of crypto-

graphic functions and encryption keys, wherein a

header field of each data unit identifies one of a plurality

of channel programs, and wherein the step of executing

includes the step of executing one of the cryptographic

functions with the encryption keys for the one channel

program for each the data unit, and wherein the crypto

function comprises an encryption function, and wherein

the receiving step includes the step of receiving the first

data unit in plain-text by a plain-text programmable

interface of the system, the selecting step includes the

step of selecting one of the cryptographic functions

associated with the channel program, and the executing

the one cryptographic function step includes the step of

encrypting at least the payload portion of the first data

unit using an encryption key stored in the system and

associated with the channel program, and wherein the

crypto function comprises an decrypt function, and

wherein the receiving step includes the step of receiving

the first data unit in cipher-text by a cipher-text program-

mable interface of the system, the selecting step

includes the step of selecting the one cryptographic

function associated with the channel program, and the

executing the cryptographic function step includes the

5 step of decrypting at least the payload portion of the first

data unit using the selected cryptographic function and

an encryption key stored in the system associated with

the channel program.

Also shown is a method wherein the cryptographic

10 function comprises a digital signing function, and

wherein the receiving step includes the step of receiving

the first data unit at a programmable interface of the

system, the selecting step includes the step of selecting

the cryptographic function associated with the channel

is program, and the performing the crypto function step

includes the step of digitally signing at least the first data

unit using the selected cryptographic function and an

encryption key stored in the system associated with the

channel program.

20 Also shown is a method wherein the cryptographic

function comprises an authentication function, and

wherein the receiving step includes the step of receiving

the first data unit at a programmable interface of the

system, the selecting step includes the step of selecting

25 the cryptographic function associated with the channel

program, and the executing the cryptographic function

step includes the step of authenticating the first data

unit using the selected cryptographic function and an

encryption key stored in the system associated with the

30 channel.

Also shown is a method wherein the header field

includes a field identifying a data unit security level

associated with the first data unit, and wherein the first

data unit identifies a first channel program, the first

35 channel having a program security level associated

therewith, and wherein the method includes the step of

comparing the data unit security level with the program

security level, and wherein the step of executing the

cryptographic function is performed when the program

40 security level is at least as great as the data unit security

level.

What has also been shown is a method of process-

ing data units characterized by the steps of: reading first

channel information from a first data unit; processing

45 the first data unit in accordance with a first channel pro-

gram identified by the first channel information; reading

second channel information from a second data unit;

processing the second data unit in accordance with a

second channel program identified by the second chan-

so nel information; downloading the first channel program

to a processing engine in response to the reading the

first channel information step; and downloading the sec-

ond channel program to the processing engine in

response to the reading the second channel information

55 step, the downloading the second channel program step

being performed during the performance of the process-

ing the first data unit step.

Also shown is a method further characterized by
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the step of loading context associated with the second

channel program to a memory associated with the

processing engine, the loading context step being per-

formed during the performance of the processing the

first data unit step.

Also shown is a method wherein the processing

engine is one of a plurality of processing engines of a

cryptographic processing system, the method further

characterized by the step of: identifying one of the

processing engines based on information contained in

the first data unit; and routing the first data unit to the

identified one of the processing engines, wherein the

processing the first data unit step comprises the step of

processing the first data unit with the identified one of

the processing engines, and wherein the downloading

the first channel program step comprises the step of

downloading the first channel program to the identified

one of the processing engines.

Also shown is a method wherein the reading steps,

processing steps, downloading steps and loading step

are performed by a programmable cryptographic

processing system, wherein the context is stored in an

memory location external to the system, and wherein

the method further comprises the step of decrypting the

context prior to the loading context step; reading third

channel information from a third data unit; identifying a

second of the processing engines based on information

contained in the third data unit; routing the third data

unit to the second of the processing engines; and

processing the third data unit in the second processing

engine in accordance with a third channel program

identified by the third channel information.

What is also shown is a method wherein the steps

of reading the third channel information, identifying the

second of the processing engines, and routing the third

data unit are performed concurrently with the step of

processing the first data unit.

The foregoing description of the specific embodi-

ments will so fully reveal the general nature of the inven-

tion that others can, by applying current knowledge,

readily modify and/or adapt for various applications

such specific embodiments without departing from the

generic concept, and therefore such adaptations and

modifications should and are intended to be compre-

hended within the meaning and range of equivalents of

the disclosed embodiments.

It is to be understood that the phraseology or termi-

nology employed herein is for the purpose of description

and not of limitation. Accordingly, the invention is

intended to embrace all such alternatives, modifica-

tions, equivalents and variations as fall within the spirit

and broad scope of the appended claims.

Claims

1. A programmable crypto processing system (10)

characterized by:

a programmable crypto processor (PCP) (17)

for processing data units; and

a crypto controller (CC) (11) for identifying a

channel program for each data unit based on

5 information contained in each data units.

2. A programmable crypto processing system as

claimed in claim 1 wherein each of said data units

are comprised of a header field, a command field

10 and a payload portion, and wherein the CC is char-

acterized by:

means for reading the header field of one of

said data units;

15 means for identifying said channel program

from a plurality of channel programs for

processing said one data unit based on a chan-

nel index in said header field;

means for causing said channel program to be

20 downloaded to a processing engine in said

PCP in response to said channel index; and

means for transferring said payload portion to

said PCP in anticipation of processing by said

processing engine.

25

3. A programmable crypto processing system as

claimed in claim 2 wherein the command field iden-

tifies functions to be performed on said one data

unit by said processing engine, wherein said PCP
30 further is characterized by:

a first memory for storing said one channel pro-

gram;

a second memory for storing said payload por-

35 tion prior to processing said payload portion by

said processing engine;

means for reading said command field of said

one data unit to determine said functions; and

means for loading said channel program into

40 said processing engine for execution of said

functions, and

wherein said data units are comprised

of a header field, a command field and a pay-

load portion, and wherein the PCP includes a

45 first memory for storing said payload portion

and a second memory for storing a plurality of

channel programs,

wherein one of said channel programs is

downloaded to said second memory of a

so processing engine in anticipation of processing

one of said data units during the processing of

prior of said data units.

4. A programmable crypto processing system as

55 claimed in claim 1 further characterized by:

a plurality of interface processors (IP) (13, 15)

for receiving said data units from an external
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host and transferring processed data units to

said external host;

wherein said PCP has means for trans-

ferring processed portions of one of said data

units to a second of said interface processors 5

during the processing of said one data unit by a

processing engine (14, 16), and

wherein said second interface proces-

sor has means for notifying said external host

when said one data unit has completed w
processing by said PCP;

a first of said interface processors including

means for asynchronously receiving said data

units from said external host, and wherein said

second interface processor has means for 15

asynchronously transferring processed data

units to said external host, and

wherein said data units are comprised

of a header field, a command field and a pay-

load portion, 20

wherein said PCP is characterized by at

least two processing engines for performing

functions on said data units, and

means for reading the header field of said one

data unit; 25

means for identifying said channel program

from a plurality of channel programs based on

a channel index in said header field;

means for selecting one of said processing

engines based on said channel program; 30

means for causing said channel program to be

downloaded to said selected processing

engine in said PCP in response to said channel

index;

means for transferring said payload port'on to 35

said PCP in anticipation of processing by said

selected processing engine; and

a Key Management Crypto Engine (KMCE)

(12) coupled with said CC, and wherein said

PCP further is characterized by a programma- 40

ble crypto engine (PCE) (14) and a configura-

ble crypto engine (CCE) (16), and wherein said

CC has means for selecting one of said crypto

engines for processing each data unit based on

a channel index contained in each data unit, as

and means for routing each data unit to said

selected one of said crypto engines in

response to said channel index, said selected

crypto engine executing one of a plurality of

channel programs on each data unit. so

5. A data unit processing system for processing data

units that have a header portion, a command por-

tion and a payload portion associated therewith,

wherein the header portion identifies a channel pro- ss

gram for processing said associated data unit, and

the command portion identifies functions to be exe-

cuted on the payload portion of the associated data

unit, the system characterized by:

a programmable cryptographic processor

(PCP) (1 7) for processing each of said data

units in accordance with said channel program

specified by each of said data units; and

a crypto controller (CC) (11) for reading said

header portion and causing said channel pro-

gram identified by said associated data unit to

be downloaded to a processing engine in said

PCP, said CC causing said payload portion to

be transferred to a memory of said processing

engine to await processing by said channel

program.

6. A system as claimed in claim 5 further character-

ized by:

a first interface processor for asynchronously

receiving said data units from an external host,

and for notifying said CC when one of said data

units is available for processing;

a second interface processor for receiving

processed portions of said one data unit from

said PCP, for notifying said external host when

all of said processed portions of said data unit

have been received from said PCP, and for

asynchronously transferring the processed

data unit to said external host;

a key management crypto engine (KMCE) (1 2),

and wherein the processing engine is a pro-

grammable crypto engine (PCE) (14), and

wherein said PCP further is characterized by a

configurable crypto engine (CCE) (16), and

wherein said CC has means for selecting one

of said crypto engines for processing said one

data unit based on a channel index identified by

said data unit, and means for routing said one

data unit to said selected crypto engine in

response to said channel index, said selected

crypto engine executing said channel program

on said one data unit.

7. A method (200) for processing data units in a

processing system having a plurality of processing

engines, the method characterized by the steps of:

(208) identifying a channel program from a plu-

rality of channel programs based on informa-

tion in a first of said data units;

(208) identifying a processing engine from said

plurality of processing engines for processing

said first data unit;

(210) routing said first data unit to a memory

associated with said identified processing

engine;

(216) loading said identified channel program

to said identified processing engine; and
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(220) processing said first data unit in said

identified processing engine using said identi-

fied channel program, and

wherein the identifying a channel step

further includes the step of identifying of identi- 5

tying context associated with said channel,

said context being stored in a memory, and

wherein the processing step includes the step

of processing said first data unit by said identi-

fied channel program, said identified channel 10

program using said associated context.

8. A method as claimed in claim 7 further character-

ized by the step of repeating the steps of identifying

a channel program, identifying a processing 15

engine, routing and loading for a second data unit

during the performance of the processing said first

data unit step, wherein said repeated identifying a

channel program step identifies a second channel

program for said second data unit, and 20

wherein said identified processing engine is

a first processing engine and wherein the method

further characterized by the steps of:

identifying a second processing engine for 25

processing a third of said data units;

identifying a third channel program for said

third data unit;

routing said third data unit a memory associ-

ated with said second processing engine; 30

loading said third channel program to said sec-

ond processing engine; and

processing said third data unit in said second

processing engine using said third channel pro-

gram, 35

wherein the processing said third data

unit step is performed concurrently with the

step of processing said first data unit by said

first processing engine.

40

9. A method (200) for concurrently performing crypto-

graphic functions in a programmable crypto

processing system having a plurality of processing

units, the method characterized by the steps of:

45

(202) receiving a first data unit comprised of a

first header field, a command ID field and a

payload portion;

(208) selecting one of said processing units to

perform one of said cryptographic functions on so

said first data unit based on said first header

field;

(210) routing said first data unit to said selected

one processing unit;

said selected one processing unit (220) execut- ss

ing a selected one of said cryptographic func-

tions on said payload portion based on

information in said command ID field; and

forming a first processed data unit in an inter-

face processor during the performance of the

executing step, and wherein the method

includes the step of notifying an external host

when said first processed data unit is formed,

and

wherein the routing step includes the

step of routing said first data unit to a memory

associated with said selected one processing

unit.

1 0. A method as claimed in claim 9 wherein the method

includes the steps of selecting one of said crypto-

graphic functions, the step of selecting one of said

processing units, and the step of routing, on a sec-

ond data unit during the performance of the execut-

ing step for said first data unit, and

wherein the selecting one processing unit

step further is characterized by the step of selecting

an available one of said plurality of processing units

to perform said one of said cryptographic functions,

and

wherein the step of performing said one

cryptographic function includes the steps of loading

a key associated with said one cryptographic func-

tion, and using said key to perform said crypto-

graphic function;

repeating the step of selecting one of said cryp-

tographic functions, the step of selecting one of

said processing units, the step of routing, and

the step of executing said selected one of said

cryptographic functions for a second data unit,

said second data unit being a subsequent data

unit following said first data unit in a sequence

of received data units, said first and second

data units being received asynchronously from

an external host; and

defining a plurality of channels programs, each

channel program being associated with a cryp-

tographic function and keys;

redefining a plurality of channels, each channel

being associated with a combination of crypto-

graphic functions and encryption keys, wherein

a header field of each data unit identifies one of

a plurality of channel programs, and wherein

the step of executing includes the step of exe-

cuting one of said cryptographic functions with

said encryption keys for the one channel pro-

gram for each said data unit, and

wherein said crypto function is charac-

terized by an encryption function, and wherein

the receiving step includes the step of receiving

said first data unit in plain-text by a plain-text

programmable interface of said system, said

selecting step includes the step of selecting

one of said cryptographic functions associated

with said channel program, and said executing
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said one cryptographic function step includes

the step of encrypting at least said payload por-

tion of said first data unit using an encryption

key stored in said system and associated with

said channel program, and 5

wherein said crypto function is charac-

terized by an decrypt function, and wherein the

receiving step includes the step of receiving

said first data unit in cipher-text by a cipher-text

programmable interface of said system, said 70

selecting step includes the step of selecting

said one cryptographic function associated

with said channel program, and said executing

said cryptographic function step includes the

step of decrypting at least said payload portion 75

of said first data unit using said selected cryp-

tographic function and an encryption key

stored in said system associated with said

channel program.

55
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